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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED 104-10273-10233

Released under the John F. Kennedy Assassination Records Collection Act of 1992 (44 USC 2107 Note).
Case#: NW 53217 Date: 06-22-2017
Jerry A. T. & T. K. are reportedly carrying CIA identification cards and telling Cubans in Miami that they are members of CIA. They are also saying they are a member of CIA. They reportedly had a business on 8th Street in Miami and sold or sold arms to public. They say that the U.S. Govt allows them to sell arms on the side to make profit in return for big things they do for the Govt.
MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD

SUBJECT: Information on Personalities Obtained from SLFREE-1 and Passed to Station WH/Miami and Headquarters and Miami FBI

1. The attached information was obtained from SLFREE-1, an American who returned to the U.S. 30 June 1973 following nine years imprisonment in Cuba, from personal debriefings on 7/0 July, 1/2 August and from subsequent letters from him.

2. A copy of the attached report was passed to Station WH/Miami via the SI pouch on 23 August 1973 and a sterilized copy was pouchled along with it for passing to the FBI office in Miami. Also included for both (sterilized for FBI) were copies of CSCI 316/02055-7; CIR 316/00176-73; CIR 316/01869-73; and CIR 316/02041-73.

3. A copy of the attached and sterilized copies of the above CSCI and CIR's were also passed to Mr. Schwartz, FBI liaison with CI Liaison, in the latter's office on 30 August 1973. Mr. Fig Coleman introduced the undersigned to Mr. Schwartz and knows that the documents were passed.

[Signature]
Chris Hopkins
WH/COG, OS

201-733547

FULL TEXT COPY - DO NOT RELEASE
Cubans in the U.S. - [Information Provided by] Irving Richard Poyle

A L I E G R O - Born circa 1944. (Told to Poyle by Ivan V I D A L on 25 July 1973). Alleged to be working for Mitchell and living at V E R D E L L. Jerry and A T H O T C K are reportedly carrying CIA identification cards and telling Cubans in Miami that they are members of CIA. They are also saying Nebell is a member of CIA of CIA. They reportedly had a business on 8th Street in Miami and sold or sold arms to public. They say that the U.S. Govt allows them to sell arms on the side to make profit in return for big things they do for the Govt.

Oden A L V A R E Z De La Carpa - currently in the U.S. living in California. Poyle knew him very well in Cuba when Alvarez had high position before and after Castro take over. Poyle said he made derogatory speeches against the U.S. in Cuba, in contact in the U.S. with Aldo V E R A and should be watched. Poyle heard he is to make speeches in DIST.

Johnny A R I N E DES - Currently in Miami and claims Johnny's Drug Jar in Miami. Was connected with Frankie P I G N A T O R E in Cuba, was stool pigeon for Batista police and official seller of drugs to Carlos P R I O. Is currently a stool pigeon for police in Miami and is also involved in DRUG business in Miami.

Bertos D A R R E T O - Is tied in with mother of the famous M U E L L E R brothers. Currently in Miami and has collected thousands of dollars from Cubans with the promise to get their families out of prison - connected with the Committee of 100, has not gotten anyone released.

A R E N S I V I O (fnu) - may now be in U.S. Was connected with case of Francisco D L A N C O de los Cortos. Arendse was a stool pigeon in Cuba in the case of Blance and for that gained his freedom.

Esther B O R G A S - formerly married to Francisco BUSTO Moron who